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WEICON has been developing and producing various types of cable
stripper since 1967. These premium quality tools are TÜV-tested, carry
the GS seal for verified safety, and were developed taking occupational
safety and user-friendliness aspects into account. The WEICON range
includes cable strippers, cable dismantling tools, wire strippers and
various multi-function tools for professional users.

Description
WEICON cable strippers allow all common round cables to be stripped
accurately, quickly and safely. The cable stripper product family
includes various types which have different additional functions, thus
meeting the individual needs of the users.

The Dismantling Tool No. 25 was developed for stripping cables with
sheath thickness of up to 5 mm. The cutting blade can be used for
round and length cuttings. For the round cut a minimum cable diameter
of 25 mm is necessary.
The cutting of the outside insulation will be effected by a slight lever
movement and simultaneous pressing of the tooth system to the
insulation. This tool consists of a shock-resistant polyamide-body with
an integrated, double-sided cutting blade and a connected, movable
gear wheel. It enables in a safe way to realise length and round
cuttings on the cable isolation. The isolation can be cut either at the
end or at an intermediate part of the cable.The cutting-depth can be
adjusted step by step from 0 to 5 mm, by turning the screw head (steps
of 0,1 mm). The blade form enables the dismantling of the cable sheath
including possible aluminium shieldings, until a total thickness of 5 mm.
The layers below will not be damaged. The cutting process can be
realised even at very low temperatures (-10°C) without difficulties. The
tool-blade has a hardness of min. 48 HRC and is easily exchangeable.

Technical data
Cable type:

cable with sheathing thickness (of outer isolation) of up to 5 mm

Field of use:

length and round cut is possible from min. Ø 25 mm

Inner blade:

adjustable step by step per 0,1 mm, easily exchangeable

Additional benefits:
Approval/certificate:
Material:
Length:
Weight:
Accessories:

including storage box
EN 10020
shock resistant polyamide, steal, brass
210 mm
220 g
spare blade on request

Note
Working with WEICON Stripping tools is only permitted with potential
free wires and conductions.

